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introduction
In February of 1998, the Government of Ontario developed a new Information and Information Technology
Strategy document entitled Using Information Technology to Transform Government for the 21st Century.
This document outlined how the Ontario Public Service (OPS) was transforming itself into an e-government
with a vision to be customer-centered, focused on its core business, streamlined and integrated, and
accountable for delivering results.
The strategy document recognized information and information
technology (I&IT) as an essential foundation for transforming government and improving service delivery.
The government created a new I&IT organization for the OPS with the intent to rebalance corporate and
local Ministry interests, strengthen the links between I&IT and the government's business directions, and to
enhance the leadership and coordination at a corporate level and through the lines of business. The OPS
appointed the first Corporate Chief Information Officer (CCIO) in Management Board Secretariat whose
primary responsibility was to provide corporate leadership for I&IT across the government. In addition,
ministries that delivered programs and services with common themes and who served clients with similar
needs were grouped into clusters for I&IT purposes.
Since the scope, complexity and speed of the transformation underway was seen as significant, the ability to
manage change and its impact on employees was paramount. As a result, a dedicated Human Resources
and Change Management Branch (HRCMB) was created to take the lead in supporting the transformation of
the new I&IT organization and the broader OPS.
This report presents the findings of a retrospective case study chronicling the journey of the HRCMB over the
past four years. A total of 20 in-depth interviews were conducted with a cross-section of individuals from
within the HRCMB, the I&IT organization, and the OPS. In addition to the in-depth interviews, an extensive
document review was completed of several government reports, papers and presentations emanating from
the I&IT organization, and information contained on the OCCIO website.
The journey of the HRCMB is not presented in a chronological manner, rather along three major themes
which describe the efforts of the Branch in leading change within the I&IT organization.
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The report describes these phases in several sections.
 Section One: Background - provides the background to the transformation taking place within the
OPS and explains how the I&IT organization was created.
 Section Two: Initiating Change - describes how the HRCMB first initiated change by laying down the
foundation for success of the I&IT organization.
 Section Three: Driving Change - discusses how the HRCMB began to drive change by building
organizational capacity.
 Section Four: Sustaining Change - describes how the HRCMB is sustaining change within the I&IT
organization by engaging stakeholders and employees.
 Section Five: Leadership for Change - discusses the critical success factors that have contributed to
the Branch’s success and looks ahead to explore future strategies, priorities and measures.
It is anticipated the experiences of the Branch and I&IT organization chronicled in this report will provide
valuable insights for leaders and managers in the OPS on how to successfully lead organizational
transformation. The insights included in this report may also be relevant to Human Resource and Change
Management practitioners in other organizations undergoing similar transformations.
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background
transforming the OPS for the 21st century
“The Ontario Public Service has developed an international reputation as an
organization that is leading the way in transforming government. For example, the
Bertelsmann Foundation has recognized the OPS as a world leader in e-government
particularly in the areas of efficiency and change management. The work done
within the I&IT organization has played a critical role in supporting the broader
transformation taking place within the OPS.”
Art Daniels, Assistant Deputy Minister, OPS Excellence and Innovation Office
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In 1998, the Ontario Public Service (OPS) embarked on its journey towards a new
vision of government for the 21st Century. At the heart of this vision is an OPS
organization that is customer-centered, focused on its core business, streamlined
and integrated, and accountable for delivering results. This journey goes beyond
previous attempts at government reform; it represents a fundamental
transformation in the very role of the government in society.
According to a document entitled Transforming Public Service For the 21st Century
(2000), published by the Ontario Public Service Restructuring Office in June 1998,
the OPS has been transforming itself in two primary ways:
1.

By transforming its service to the public so that the citizens of Ontario can
obtain government information and services when, where and how they want
them.

2.

By transforming its public service to focus on core business and service
quality, becoming smaller and more flexible, integrating operations, and
redefining and clarifying accountability.

Technology is seen as a primary enabler of the transformation taking place within
the OPS. It provides a vast array of new opportunities to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of government while improving the way it delivers services to the
public. Technology is enabling the OPS to become an e-government (electronic
government) by:


Changing the government’s internal business processes and practices



Providing a variety of electronic channels for direct service delivery to
the public



Enhancing the government’s relationships with its partners (e.g., eprocurement, alternate service delivery models)



Transforming large public sector systems such as health, education,
justice, social services, transportation, and resource management



Facilitating two-way citizen engagement or “digital democracy”
through citizen feedback, electronic referendums, and electronic
voting processes.

Rethinking Information and Information Technology
In 1997, it became apparent that if the OPS was to be successful in achieving its
vision for the 21st Century and become an e-government, there was a critical need to
rethink how it was approaching information and information technology (I&IT). A
review examining the current state of I&IT revealed four critical issues that would
significantly impede the ability of the OPS to become an e-government.
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There was no corporate authority and capability to provide enterprise-wide
direction and leadership to support the government’s future direction.

2.

The existing information technology structure was inadequate to support many
of the key business initiatives across the OPS and within the Ministries.
Essentially, there were too many different information technology systems
across the OPS with very little integration between Ministries and weak links to
the broader public sector. There were also problems with compatibility between
the existing systems and networks.

3.

There existed diffused accountability that undermined the overall financial
control over information technology (IT) spending within the OPS. The singleyear budgeting process that existed meant that IT was treated as a cost rather
than an investment, creating barriers to replacement of older, fragile systems.

4.

The employment market for skilled IT professionals was extremely tight. It was
clear that individual Ministries would not, on their own, be able to attract and
retain the highly skilled human resources required to meet their IT objectives.

As a result of the review, it became clear that an I&IT organization needed to be
created within the OPS with the mandate to support the government’s overall future
direction and vision to become an e-government.
The government began to develop a new I&IT Strategy for the entire OPS after a
process of extensive consultation within the public service in both program and IT
areas and with external experts and consultants. The new I&IT strategy called for a
fundamental change in the governance and organization of the I&IT function.
In February 1998, the Management Board of Cabinet (MBC) approved the new I&IT
Strategy. It represented a significant investment plan to increase the I&IT capacity
of the OPS. A total of $110 million was approved to drive this transformation by
investing in a common I&IT infrastructure across the OPS, developing governmentwide I&IT policies and standards, and by providing governance and accountability for
all I&IT resources.

A New I&IT Organization is Created
The new I&IT Strategy document, Using Information Technology to Transform
Government for the 21st Century, outlined how the Ontario Government was
preparing to transform itself for the 21st Century. It recognized technology as an
essential foundation for transforming government and improving service delivery.
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This document also presented the vision of the new I&IT organization:
“Information and Information technology will be used effectively to advance the
government’s business vision and enable and support, flexible, responsive and
innovative public service”.
A new I&IT organizational structure was created for the OPS with the intent to
rebalance corporate and local Ministry interests, strengthen the links between I&IT
and the government's business directions, and to enhance the leadership and
coordination at a corporate level and through the lines of business. The OPS
appointed the first Corporate Chief Information Officer (CCIO) in Management Board
Secretariat whose primary responsibility was to provide corporate leadership for I&IT
across the government. In addition, ministries that delivered programs and services
with common themes and who served clients with similar needs were grouped into
clusters for I&IT purposes. The I&IT Organization continues to evolve. This is the
structure in August 2002.
I&IT Organization
Corporate Chief Information Officer

Corporate Chief
Strategist

Cluster CIO
Community Services

Corporate Chief
Infrastructure
Development

Cluster CIO
Central Agencies

Cluster CIO
Economics and
Business

Corporate Chief
iSERV

Cluster CIO
Human Services

*Business Cluster
CIOs

Executive Lead
Smart Systems
for Health

Director
Human Resources and
Change Management

Cluster CIO
Justice

Director
Procurement Policy and
IT Procurement

Executive Lead
Integrated Justice
Project

Cluster CIO
Land and Resources

Cluster CIO
Transportation

* Note: Business Cluster CIO reports to cluster deputy minister(s) and to the CCIO.

Seven business clusters were created including:
Central Agencies (Cabinet Office, Management Board Secretariat, Ministry of
Finance)
Community Services (Ministry of Education, Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities, Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Recreation, Ministry of
Citizenship, Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Ministry of
Intergovernmental Affairs)
Economics and Business (Ministry of Consumer and Business Services, Ministry
of Enterprise, Opportunity and Innovation, Ministry of Labour)
Human Services (Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, Ministry of
Community, Family and Children’s Services)
Justice (Ministry of the Attorney General, Ministry of Public Safety and Security
– Public Safety and Policing Services, Ministry of Public Safety and Security –
Correctional Services)
Land and Resources (Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Ministry of Environment
and Energy, Ministry of Natural Resources, Ministry of Northern Development
and Mines)
Transportation (Ministry of Transportation).
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The anticipated benefits of grouping the I&IT organization into business clusters was
to gain economies of scale and scope, improve productivity through an integrated
enterprise-wide management team, direct scarce corporate resources to areas of
greatest need, and develop challenging projects that would retain and attract IT
professionals to the OPS.
The clustering strategy represented a major departure from the government's
traditional approach of organizing I&IT activities by individual ministries. The
clustering strategy was consistent with the overall OPS vision of becoming a more
integrated enterprise. The Framework for Action document, Working Together
(2000) published by the Restructuring Secretariat Cabinet Office, states that the
main purpose of clusters is to enable the OPS to achieve synergies and efficiencies
that result from working in a more integrated manner across the organization with
the goal of improving service delivery, policy and planning.
The Chief Information Officers for each of the business clusters have a dual reporting
relationship to both the Deputy Ministers in their cluster, and to the Corporate Chief
Information Officer. The CIOs in the clusters were given the following mandate:


To develop an I&IT plan for their cluster



To manage the cluster’s IT resources, managing the architecture within the
corporate framework



To deploy corporate technology products and services, developing
business-specific applications



To manage relations with business program vendors.

In addition to the seven business clusters, a series of corporate offices and branches
was also created. The Office of the Corporate Chief Strategist was set up to act as
the main custodian of the I&IT strategy and vision of I&IT for the Ontario
Government. The office ensures that the government’s I&IT strategies both enable
and drive the transformational change within the Ontario Government. It develops,
articulates and communicates the I&IT vision and strategies of the Ontario
Government both to internal and external stakeholders.
The Office of the Corporate Chief, Infrastructure Development works closely with the
Corporate Chief Strategist and the cluster organizations to design and develop a
common IT infrastructure that is aligned with the business initiatives of the entire
OPS. A common IT infrastructure facilitates information links within and beyond the
government and enables integrated, customer-centred services across program
lines.
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The Office of the Corporate Chief iSERV ONTARIO was set up with the mandate to:


provide ministries, agencies, approved partners and the public with flexible,
responsive, direct delivery and/or service management of a variety of
corporate information technology services; and



provide and manage common corporate I&IT infrastructure services to
enable cost effective delivery of both individual program and government
wide initiatives.

The Procurement Policy and IT Procurement Branch is responsible for the
development of the government’s procurement policy framework, the preparation of
requests for proposals and negotiating and managing government-wide contracts for
information and information technology (hardware, services and software). The
Branch also provides strategic procurement advice, training and services to
government ministries and agencies, and supports the supplier development and the
ongoing implementation of Ontario’s inter-provincial trade agreements.
The Human Resources and Change Management Branch was set up with the
mandate to ensure the development and implementation of a smooth transition to
the new I&IT organization. It was also expected that the Branch would take the lead
in supporting the transformation of the I&IT organization and broader OPS.

Leading The Way – The Journey of Transformation
The HRCMB has played a critical role over the past few years in helping the I&IT
organization transform the OPS into an e-government. The scope, complexity and
speed of the transformation has been significant. In fact, no other government body
in Canada had ever undertaken such a large transformation. Consequently, there
were few business models and best practices to guide the transformation. The risks
therefore were seen as being higher. In addition, the ability to manage change and,
in particular the cumulative impact of change on employees was paramount.

The Purpose of This Report
The purpose of this report is to present a retrospective case study chronicling the
journey of the Human Resources and Change Management Branch in leading and
supporting the transformation of the new I&IT organization. The work of the HRCMB
has aligned itself with the OPS Restructuring and is an excellent example of OPS
Restructuring in action. It is anticipated that the findings of this report will be
extremely helpful in better understanding how to successfully lead a large scale
transformation process within government. It is also anticipated that the report will
produce a series of models or best practices which may be able to guide the broader
transformation taking place within the OPS.
6
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Report Methodology
A total of 20 in-depth interviews with a cross-section of individuals within the
Branch, the I&IT organization, and the broader OPS was conducted to gather data
for this retrospective case study. In addition to the in-depth interviews, an
extensive document review was completed of several government reports, papers
and presentations emanating from the I&IT organization, and information contained
on the OCCIO website.
Below is a listing of the individuals interviewed for this case study.
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Dorothy Cameron, Manager, HR Planning & Organizational Design, Human
Resources & Change Management Branch



Scott Campbell, Former Corporate Chief Information Officer, Office of the
Corporate Chief Information Officer



Jane Corbett, Director, HR Strategies Branch, Management Board
Secretariat



Art Daniels, Assistant Deputy Minister, OPS Excellence and Innovation
Office



Dennis Ferenc, Transition Director, Human Services Cluster



Gary Gannage, President of AMAPCEO (Association of Management and
Administrative and Professional Crown Employees of Ontario)



Greg Georgeff, Corporate Chief Information Officer, Office of the Corporate
Chief Information Officer



Angela Kaan, Manager Learning & Development / Change Management &
Executive Development, Human Resources & Change Management Branch



Joan McCalla, Corporate Chief Strategist, Office of the Corporate Chief
Information Officer



Des McKee, CIO, Land and Resources Cluster



Marcella Robitaille, Director, Human Resources & Change Management
Branch



Maria Sziraki, Senior HR Planning/Organizational Design Consultant, Human
Resources & Change Management Branch



Shar Tikkanen, Senior Change Management Consultant, Human Resources
& Change Management Branch



Dave Wallace, Head Architect, Corporate Architecture Branch, Office of the
Corporate Chief Strategist

Section

2

initiating change
the foundation for success

“In many respects we are leading the way in the OPS. What we’ve done here in the
I&IT organization is what the broader OPS will need to do to transform itself. We
were the first to organize around clusters. We are leading the way in creating a
work environment which attracts and retains knowledge workers. It has been an
exciting experience.”
Marcella Robitaille, Director, Human Resources and Change Management Branch

section 2: initiating change

Establishing the Human Resources and Change Management Branch
When the new I&IT strategy was being developed, an Industry Sector Panel advised
the government that the success of the new I&IT organization would largely hinge on
its ability to attract, direct, organize and retain the right number of qualified IT
leaders and staff. “Essentially, the Industry Sector Panel stated it would be
extremely important to get the people side of the I&IT organization right,” said
Robitaille. It was this advice that led Scott Campbell, the first Corporate Chief
Information Officer, to set up the Human Resources and Change Management
Branch (HRCMB) within the Office of the Corporate Chief Information Officer.

“The Industry Sector Panel told us that this was going to be a difficult endeavor
and if we wanted to succeed, we would need to focus on the change
management capability of the organization. I also knew that recruiting the 130 or
so IT executives would be an extensive process, so I needed to also have a
dedicated Human Resources unit. This is how we came to the decision to create
the Branch.”
- D. Scott Campbell, Former CCIO
Therefore, the HRCMB was created with the mandate to ensure the development and
implementation of a smooth transition to the new I&IT organization. It was also
expected that the Branch would take the lead in supporting the transformation of the
I&IT organization and broader OPS. It was the first time within the OPS that a
separate HR branch was dedicated to one group. Scott Campbell added, “another
important reason why we set up the Branch was because I needed an agent within
I&IT that would help the leaders constantly focus on the people of the organization.
I believed we needed a thorn in our side to continually keep the staff top of mind as
we were going through the transformation.”
By the time the Branch was set up, the Office of the Corporate Chief Strategist had
already completed a significant amount of strategic work regarding the structure of
the new I&IT organization. “A lot of the early work was done through the I&IT
strategy development process within the Information Technology Policy Branch at
MBS. We did the number crunching, …how much this would cost us and
recommended new compensation for I&IT executives to Management Board of
Cabinet." explained Joan McCalla, Corporate Chief Strategist.
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Marcella Robitaille joined as the Director of the HRCMB in October 1998. She began
to work immediately on implementing the early work that had been done by the
Information Technology Policy Branch. The new Human Resources and Change
Management Branch worked simultaneously on three critical priorities to initiate
change and lay the foundation for the success of the I&IT organization:
1.

Launching a large recruitment campaign to hire the IT executives needed to
lead the transformation of the I&IT organization.

2.

Undertaking detailed organizational design and implementing the
organizational structure for the new I&IT organization.

3.

Facilitating a Change Management Forum of leading change management
experts to obtain advice on how to best lead the transformation of I&IT.

1. RECRUITING DYNAMIC LEADERS

“It would have been easy for us to focus on technology and not on the business.
However, I felt it was important to set the tone early – mainly, if we were going to
succeed, we needed to focus on adding value to the businesses of the government.
Therefore, we needed IT leaders who understood this and were willing to focus
more on the businesses, build relationships, implement change rather than on
technology.”
- D. Scott Campbell, Former CCIO
With the tone set by the CCIO, Robitaille knew that the success of the I&IT
organization would be based on the quality of IT executives recruited. “The leaders
required extremely high competencies and capabilities. Not in technology, but in
their ability to lead change and transform the OPS. This was a tall order, and would
require an exceptional group of individuals.”
Dorothy Cameron stated that the other reason why it was important to recruit
dynamic leaders was because of the important role they played in attracting high
calibre IT professionals to the organization. “We looked at the findings of a survey
conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers and Computer World in 1998. The findings
indicated that the quality of an IT organization’s leaders was one of the key factors
that affected the attraction and retention of IT professionals.”
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In January 1999, the Branch began the recruitment campaign by partnering with an
executive recruiting firm to assist the HRCMB with the search for the executive
positions. They worked together to develop a rigorous internal and external
recruitment process. For each executive position, accountabilities and competencies
were written and posted on the recruitment website. Applicants were screened and
interviewed against the accountabilities and competencies, with behavioural
assessments conducted on all candidates. Throughout this process, they engaged in
extensive consultation with the Deputy Ministers (DM) and Chief Administrative
Offices (CAO) within the ministries.

“During the recruitment process we knew we were looking for I&IT leaders.
Individuals who could articulate the vision of I&IT and build the future in
transforming the OPS. So we were looking for IT leaders, not solely IT technicalexperts. As a result, the recruitment process was rigorous. It was competency
driven and behavioural based. We also constantly stayed in touch with our
stakeholders throughout the process.”
– Dorothy Cameron, Manager, HR Planning & Organizational Design, HRCMB

By the summer of 1999 most of the Corporate and Cluster CIOs had been recruited.
This group formed the executive leadership team for the I&IT organization known as
the Information Technology Executive Leadership Committee (ITELC).

2. IMPLEMENTING THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR I&IT

“ I was given the mandate to take two disparate IT organizations and two
ministries in my cluster and create one integrated I&IT organization. The process
felt similar to building a house. First we had to build the foundation. In our case,
the foundation consisted of recruiting all the IT leaders and putting the
organizational structure in place. It was a tremendous amount of work that would
not have succeeded without the Branch leading the way.”
- Dennis Ferenc, Transition Director, Human Services Cluster
With ITELC in place, the Branch began to take the lead in implementing the structure
and design of the I&IT organization and coordinating the submission that would
eventually go to the Executive Development Committee for Deputy Minister
approval.
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The new organizational structure would bring together individual ministry I&IT
branches into seven clusters and three corporate offices. This was not an easy
endeavour. In many cases the Ministries brought together in clusters were very
different in terms of their resourcing needs, governance models of IT and had
differing expectations of information and information technology. According, to Art
Daniels, Assistant Deputy Minister, OPS Excellence and Innovation Office the I&IT
organization was the first group within the OPS to implement a cluster-based
organizational structure. “The cluster-based approach is consistent with the long
term strategy for building the OPS for the future. I&IT is leading the way in helping
the OPS to change its culture and the way it serves the public in Ontario.”
The Branch began by consulting with some IT research houses that provided ideas
and recommendations on potential designs and structures for the I&T organization
and a generic cluster design was adapted to fit the needs of each cluster. A
management consulting firm was retained to help support the development of
accountability and competency profiles for all the executive positions in the clusters
and corporate offices.
They also worked to gain the support of key stakeholders such as the DMs, and
CAOs of the ministries.

Robitaille explained, “It was important to engage the

Deputy Ministers because they would eventually approve the design of the clusters
and present their plans before the Executive Development Committee. We also
worked very closely with the Ministry Human Resources Directors located in each of
the clusters’ ministries because they would play an important role in implementing
the new structure within each of the clusters.”
“To achieve the objectives we needed to influence CIO’s and CAO’s.” Cameron
added. The entire process required extensive effort. “We had to do considerable
work convincing and influencing the CIOs and CAOs within the Ministries. There was
no way you could force anyone to do something. We were treading on their areas,
so we needed to get to know the individuals in order to address their needs and
concerns.” To aid the process, the Branch developed a set of supports that could be
used by the Clusters and HR Directors to make the implementation easier.
Dennis Ferenc, Director in the Human Services Cluster said, “When I got there the
recruitment work had already been undertaken, but there was a lot more to do.
What I found very helpful was Marcella and her team had done a lot of the pre-work.
All of the job descriptions were done, all the organizational charts were created, their
competency requirements were developed, all those tools were in place for
somebody like me who had to jump into the fire, to get things done rather quickly.”
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All this work culminated with a consolidated submission that went to the Executive
Development Committee for approval in October 1999. Robitaille recounted what
occurred at this important meeting. “I had insisted that a Deputy Minister from
every cluster present their own organizational design. It was their organization,
they needed to take responsibility and ownership for the design and the structure.
Scott Campbell opened up the meeting. Then each Deputy Minister did a brief
presentation on their Cluster. We got through the entire presentation and received
our approval in only an hour and ten minutes. It was a momentous event - we had a
brand new I&IT organization for the entire OPS!”
The Branch was able to successfully bring together the diverse Ministry I&IT
branches into the seven business clusters and three corporate offices and bring
cross-cluster consistency in the organizational and management structure. They
also worked on creating new compensation and classification structures to support
the new I&IT organization.
New Classification & Compensation Structures
The HRCMB worked with a series of partners in the Human Services Division, the
Compensation and Negotiation areas as well as the Bargaining Agents representing
IT professionals in the OPS, OPSEU (Ontario Public Service Employees Union) and
AMAPCEO (Association of Management and Administrative and Professional Crown
Employees of Ontario), to advocate and support the development and
implementation of new class standards and compensation for front-line systems
managers (ASM - MCP) and to support the development of new class standards for
staff level systems positions.
“In order to stay competitive, we had to continually address the issue of
compensation. They had done so for the senior management group, but we
encouraged them to look at the employees represented by AMAPCEO,” explained
Gary Gannage, President of the AMAPCEO which represents 6,500 employees in the
OPS. “It was important to look at the salary levels, but we also looked at creating
new classifications so that we would put in place the structure needed to respond to
changes taking place in the OPS.”
Completing the Recruitment Campaign
With the new structure in place, the Branch shifted gears and resumed the
recruitment campaign to fill the remaining executive level positions for the I&IT
organization.
Robitaille encouraged the Corporate Chiefs and Cluster CIOs to work together during
the next phase of the recruitment campaign. “I wanted the members of ITELC to
see themselves as the IT executive team for the OPS. They also had to be
concerned about the leadership strength across the I&IT organization and not just
worry about their own areas.”
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During this phase of the campaign all internal candidates who previously held IT
positions within the government had to apply for positions within the new I&IT
organization. Any new positions that were not filled by internal candidates would
then be open to external candidates. This was a decision made by Scott Campbell.
“Since the compensation for the new IT positions had been increased and given the
high expectations we had for these leaders, I felt I needed to have a rigorous
competition process.”
The Branch supported the internal candidates by providing many workshops and
training sessions. “We all wanted our senior managers to succeed. So we provided
an array of supports which helped candidates prepare for their interviews,” explained
Robitaille.
By the end of 1999, they successfully filled the director level positions (ITX2) and by
the end of the summer of 2000, they filled all remaining management positions
(ITX1). All IT managers were in place. They were given the responsibility for
implementing the I&IT strategy within their own areas. The IT managers were
expected to take ownership for understanding the vision and business priorities.
They were expected to build partnerships within ministry business areas. They were
to demonstrate the value of I&IT to their business partners. They were also to
communicate initiatives across the cluster. Finally, they were expected to provide a
supportive environment for IT staff.
A Successful Recruitment Campaign
The recruitment campaign was notable for many reasons. First, it was one of the
largest public sector executive recruitment campaigns undertaken in North America.
The entire campaign took approximately 18 months and 140 executives were
recruited for the I&IT organization (60% internal, 40% external). Second, it was
one of the first recruitment efforts within the OPS that utilized e-recruitment
strategies through the use of a website developed by the Branch. As Dorothy
Cameron explained, “the website was used to support the recruiting process such as
having screening criteria information on the site and the capability to receive on-line
applications.”
In fact, the pioneering work in e-recruitment conducted by the Branch has served as
a valuable guide to the Management Board Secretariat. Jane Corbett, Director of HR
Strategies Branch with the MBS explained, “We are in the process of looking at an erecruitment initiative for the OPS. Marcella’s group had already done a lot of work
around e-recruitment so we’ve learned from their experiences. This has been
invaluable to us.”
Greg Georgeff, the current CCIO, also commented on the success of the recruitment
campaign. “The campaign would not have been successful without the strong work
of the Branch. The entire process of getting the organization up and running was a
‘monumental’ challenge. The Branch essentially brought 24 separate organizations
together into a cohesive whole. They rose to the challenge and everything was done
in a professional way.”
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3. THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT FORUM
In June 1999, the Branch facilitated a one-day Change Management Forum for the
CCIO where a group of change management consultants provided insights on how to
effectively manage organizational transformation to help implement the
government’s I&IT strategy. The advice highlighted some important change
strategies for the OCCIO to consider. For example, the consultants stressed that it
would be important for the organization to see the CCIO visibly leading the change
initiative by regularly communicating to staff on the progress, milestones and
changes taking place within the I&IT organization.
The consultants also emphasized that a sustained change effort would come about if
the CCIO helped the organization focus on driving business results. The group also
offered some guidance on how managers in the organization could help employees
deal with the emotional side of change.
To support the change effort, the Branch developed a Change Management Guide
and Toolkit for IT executives and managers to assist in leading change in their own
areas. The guide and toolkit provided strategies to help employees understand the
strategic importance of the transformation taking place, and the impact to the
organization and to themselves.
Dennis Ferenc, Transition Director, commented on the value of the guide and toolkit.
“It was great to see that they had dedicated resources to support us in implementing
change. The tools they developed were great because we could use them with our
own staff and senior management team and help them through the change.” 
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driving change
building organizational capacity
.
“We have no better place than in the I&IT organization to drive the change that
needs to take place in the OPS itself. The very fact that I&IT exists, that we have
created clusters, is pushing us ahead within the OPS. We are breaking down silos
not only mentally but physically throughout the organization.”

Joan McCalla, Corporate Chief Strategist
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With the change initiated and the foundation in place, the Branch then
What IT Employees Want
2000 Survey Report By PricewaterhouseCoopers and Computerworld

1. To be treated with respect in the workplace
(new)
2. To have supportive, effective management
3. Provision of full health benefits
4. Provision of full reimbursement for training
expenses
5. Provision of opportunities for advancement

began to focus its attention on building organizational capacity. The
intent now was to put in place all the elements necessary to drive change
throughout the I&IT organization. Their approach was shaped by
emerging industry sector research published by the IT research houses
that examined what was most important to IT professionals. The
research demonstrated that IT professionals wanted to work in
organizations that had supportive leadership, emphasized employee
learning and development, and provided challenging work opportunities.
The Branch therefore, focused its efforts on building organizational
capacity by:
1. Developing dynamic leaders
2. Fostering a learning culture
3. Attracting and retaining IT youth.

1. DEVELOPING DYNAMIC LEADERS
From the beginning, one core operating philosophy of the Branch was to concentrate
on the leadership capability within the I&IT organization. Robitaille said, “our focus
has always been on the leaders of this organization. They are the group that would
be leading the change. So we needed the right leaders in place, with the right
competencies, confident in themselves so that they could lead our people as we
transformed the organization.” The Branch addressed the leadership development
needs of the I&IT organization by working on three priorities which included,
organizing a series of leadership events, creating a leadership competency
framework and beginning to address succession planning issues for the I&IT
organization.
I&IT Leadership Events
The Branch has played a lead role in facilitating several different types of leadership
events. They have coordinated and facilitated several ITELC retreats designed so
that ITELC members could spend a concentrated period of time addressing strategic
dimensions of the transformation of the I&IT organization and broader OPS.
In December 1998, the Branch partnered with the Ontario Systems Council to lead a
workshop entitled, “Making It Happen” – Building the HR Plan for the I&IT Strategy.
During the workshop a survey was distributed to IT leaders across the OPS. The
findings suggested that many of them did not fully understand the I&IT vision and
strategy. Based on this feedback, the Branch took the lead in organizing a series of
leadership events designed to enhance the leadership capacity within the I&IT
organization.
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The Leadership Breakfasts were the first such events. All members of the I&IT
executive leadership group (150) were invited to participate. They began as
monthly 2-hour sessions and featured presentations from ITELC members,
executives from within the OPS and external speakers and experts. The Branch saw
these meetings as being very important in the early days of the I&IT organization “I
believed strongly that the I&IT leaders needed to see themselves as the leadership
group for the entire OPS. Furthermore, if they understood the vision and strategy of
the organization, they would then be able to articulate it to their staff. This would
play a big part in helping us transform the organization,” said Robitaille.
The Branch has been able to successfully sustain the Leadership Breakfasts over the
past four years. The format for the sessions has evolved over time to meet the
needs of the changing organization. For example, in 2001, ITELC agreed to also
include the front-line IT managers in the Leadership Breakfasts. This was in
response to findings from the first Employee Survey conducted within the I&IT
organization. Results from the survey revealed that though the leaders at the
executive level understood the vision and strategy, it remained unclear to the frontline managers. So the leadership breakfasts were expanded to include the entire
extended management team of the I&IT organization (300).
In 2002, the Branch introduced additional leadership events that involved I&IT
leaders and clients from the ministry program and policy areas. The first such event
took place in February 2002. The session focused on Knowledge Management,
explained Robitaille, “we brought in an external expert who spoke on Knowledge
Management. We also included a panel of 3 internal individuals who presented
actual knowledge management initiatives that were underway within the OPS. The
whole objective was to have the IT and the program areas see themselves as true
partners.”
Greg Georgeff, CCIO, has been extremely pleased with the evolution of the
leadership events, “they have worked out extremely well and they appeal to our
management team as a forum where they can get the goods on what is happening in
the organization.”

“The leadership events have created opportunities for the I&IT community to
come together, to share ideas, talk with one another, and network. I think we
need that. Too often it is overlooked in the rush of all the issues that we are
working on in our own areas. It is easy for an IT community to get caught up in
the technology.”
- Des McKee, CIO Land and Resources Cluster

Robitaille believes the events have made an important contribution to the I&IT
organization. “I do believe if we did not take the lead, these events would probably
not have taken place. Early on there was a large appetite for information, however
senior executives were very busy. At first, we had push back. They felt they could
not afford the time away from their jobs. We remained persistent and held the
events. The leaders of this organization are better for it.”
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Leadership Competency Framework
Another focus of the Branch’s effort in developing dynamic leaders was on creating a
leadership competency framework for the I&IT organization. The IT leaders of the
organization had very strong technical skills. However, the organization needed
leaders with a broader range of competencies. “We knew that there were certain
leadership behavioural competencies that needed to be strengthened among our
I&IT leaders” explained Cameron.
The Branch consulted with members of ITELC and developed a competency
framework for IT leaders centered on four core leadership competencies: strategic
communication, collaboration & teamwork, innovation, and management of human &
financial resources.
The Leadership Competency Framework has been a critical part of the Branch’s
overall strategy. The Framework has been used to guide the development of
performance and learning plans for all levels of managers within the organization.
The Branch also worked very closely with the Centre for Leadership in Cabinet office
to ensure that their learning programs supported the I&IT leadership competency
framework. The HRCMB also did extensive research on incentive programs for
executives and designed an incentive program that includes a focus on leadership
behavioural competencies. I&IT executives’ performance is measured both in terms
of ‘what’ they deliver and ‘how’ they deliver. In addition, earlier design work done
by the branch on the incentive program ensures that both corporate (40%) and
cluster (60%) contributions by I&IT executives are measured.

Succession Planning
A succession planning process to begin to address the current and future leadership
requirements of the I&IT organization was another strategy introduced by the
Branch to develop dynamic leaders. The process began by identifying high potential
candidates from the ITX and ASM levels to ensure that there existed leadership
continuity and capability within the I&IT organization. Robitaille said, “We used an
open nomination process to identify individuals in the organization who
demonstrated potential to either move laterally to a more complex role, or to be
promoted over time. ITELC members reviewed the profiles of nominated
candidates.” A kick-off event was held with the initial group of high potential
candidates to provide them with strategies to manage their career development
process. The key strategies available included project leadership opportunities,
leadership assessment tools for developmental purposes, profiling high potentials for
visibility, executive coaching (internal/external), external/internal learning
opportunities, and feeder group mentoring.
The Branch intends to further develop the succession planning program by
implementing a more rigorous leadership assessment process to identify a shorter
list of high potential candidates. These individuals would then be available for very
targeted leadership development opportunities.
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2. FOSTERING A LEARNING CULTURE

“As we move toward of vision of a more integrated and accountable public service,
focused on core businesses and constantly improving the quality of our services,
learning is not just important – it is essential. We all have to learn if we are to adapt
to new challenges and new expectations as the OPS changes – as our customers
change, as technology changes, as service delivery changes, as government
priorities change, as the nature of work changes.”
- Framework for Action Report, A Learning Organization (1999, p. 1)
Produced by the OPS Excellence & Innovation Office
According to an internal document produced by the Branch, the capacity of the I&IT
organization to achieve its business goals is directly related to its ability to respond
quickly and effectively to new priorities and challenges. This ability depends on a
workforce with a broad set of skills and competencies and the capability to learn
continuously.
Continuous learning and development will become even more essential to I&IT as
the OPS continues to move forward on implementing their e-government agenda. EGovernment, with its emphasis on customer-centered service, streamlined
operations, stakeholder education and close working relationships with clients and
partners, requires all I&IT employees to demonstrate a range of outstanding skills
and capabilities. Therefore, creating a learning culture within the I&IT organization
is an important capacity building strategy. This strategy is also aligned with an
overall corporate strategy to transform the OPS into a learning organization.
Another reason that a learning culture is essential to the I&IT organization is
because it is strongly linked to the attraction and retention of IT professionals.
Angela Kaan, Manager of Learning and Development explained, “Surveys conducted
of IT professionals consistently find that opportunities to grow, develop and learn are
strong motivators affecting retention. IT professionals want to stay current, so they
will come and stay with an organization that invests in their learning and
development. The I&IT organization may not always be able to compete on
compensation, but we can certainly provide our employees with learning
opportunities.”
The I&IT organization demonstrated its commitment to employee learning by
targeting the completion of a certain number of learning days for each employee in
the organization. The Branch defined the learning days as measurable days through
which skills and knowledge were acquired and information provided to help
employees remain effective and efficient in their work. More specifically, learning
days could be formal as in classroom training, computer based training and
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seminars; or informal where an agreed upon arrangement to acquire skills and
knowledge is developed by a manager and employee. In the first year of its
existence, six learning days per employee was set as a target. This was increased to
eight learning days per year. The plan was to increase the target to ten learning
days per year for each employee by 2003. “These figures are consistently higher
than the industry average of 7.5 days and clearly demonstrates our support for
learning and positions us as an attractive place for IT professionals to work,”
expressed Kaan.
The Branch implemented a series of strategies to foster a learning culture within the
I&IT organization, these included:
•

Identifying key roles that the organization would need to attract,
develop and retain

•

Developing an integrated learning process and best practice guides
to help managers and employees prepare learning and performance
plans

•

Creating a Request for Proposal for a robust Vendor of Record that
would provide the I&IT community and broader OPS with access to a
wide-range of cost effective I&IT learning programs.

Identifying Key Roles
ITELC also asked the Branch to take the lead on a project to identify the key
functions and roles in the I&IT organization that will gain importance within the OPS
as the transformation continues to unfold. This was a very important capacity
building exercise. The organization needed to know what roles they needed to have
within their organization in order to meet current and future challenges.
The Branch reviewed the research produced by leading IT research firms, and
consulted with the members of ITELC. They found that a convergence was taking
place between business and IT roles, essentially requiring an enhanced managerial
capability. There was also a shift in the distribution of roles. For example, the focus
shifted toward roles that required planning, managing and coordinating, and away
from roles needed for direct delivery of IT services. They also found that a number
of critical roles would need to be retained in-house within the organization,
independently of the business model the organization decides to follow. Robitaille
said that, “the research houses were telling us that there were certain roles that
needed to be grown, developed and maintained internally. It would be difficult for
us to get some of these roles externally because there was a worldwide shortage.
Also, many of the roles required a great deal of business knowledge in terms of OPS
programs, policies and services.”
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Based on this research, ITELC decided to place initial focus on developing the
competencies for six key roles:
Key Roles of the I&IT Organization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Architecture
Contract/Vendor Management
Project Management
Web Design/Development
IT Planning
Security

Gary Gannage, the President of AMAPCEO added by saying, “there was a tendency at
the time to farm work out because they did not have the in-house expertise. It is
fine on occasion to hire consultants on a project specific basis, but you have to keep
the knowledge and skills transfer in mind so that in the end the important skills are
within the organization.” Gannage added that the work that the Branch did on
identifying hot-skills roles was important to building the internal expertise and
capability within the organization.
In February 2002, ITELC approved the 12 key roles and the Branch then began to
work on defining high-level competency profiles required for these roles.
The first role that the Branch decided to tackle was in the area of architecture.
David Wallace, Head Architect in the Corporate Architecture Branch within the Office
of the Corporate Chief Strategist, worked with the Architecture Core Team: “we
started to understand that there were some key competencies needed in the Ontario
government as we were moving forward the I&IT mandate. The first one we
identified was architecture. Others included project management and contract
management. We were trying to make sure that those kinds of resources existed
across the enterprise.”
The Architecture Core Team and the Branch worked together to identify the
competencies required of architects, to conduct an assessment of the organization,
and to develop a curriculum. “Working with the Branch, we conducted a survey and
it went to all the cluster architects. We basically polled their area, both in their
corporate function and in their programme areas. We found that there were some
significant gaps between what we thought we needed and what is actually in place,”
said Wallace.
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The team then identified job specifications of the role and worked on getting them
standardized within the organization. They also looked at the core competencies and
behavioural requirements needed to perform the roles. Ideal feeder groups which
existed within the organization were also identified. Wallace explained, “we needed
to understand if we were going to grow and develop architects internally, we had to
determine where the individuals would come from. We spent some time identifying
potential feeder groups. One of the more interesting roles we examined was the
business architect. The feeder groups for this role could come from a number of
areas. They could be planners, policy persons, programme supervisors, or project
leaders. The reason is that it is critical in those roles to understand the business. If
someone understands the business, they can understand the essence of the
architecture that supports it. It is the business side they really need.”
The Core Team is now devoting its energies to further defining the education
curriculum for the architecture role and updating job specifications. “We also need
to do more work on understanding how to get from where we are today to where we
need to be in terms of having the necessary number of architects across the
enterprise” stated Wallace.
Developing An Integrated Learning Process
The Branch conducted extensive research in the learning and development field to
identify best practices in developing a learning process. They consulted internally
with I&IT managers and staff and HR representatives across the OPS to discover
expectations of learning and development.
Based on this research, they then developed a leading-edge individual learning
planning process for managers and employees. This fully integrated learning
process is aligned with business priorities and encourages an on-going dialogue
between managers and staff to ensure individual performance and learning goals are
directly linked to cluster business plans, performance goals and priorities.
A series of learning and performance support guides was developed. In 2001, the
Branch created a guide to help employees develop individual learning plans followed
by a robust performance management guide in 2002. Both sets of support tools were
set up on the corporate web site for employees to access at times that were
convenient to them.
Des McKee, CIO of the Land and Resources Cluster, has found the learning and
performance guides to be extremely useful tools. “We have stayed away from more
traditional approaches to training where you just make sure everyone has selected
two or three courses. Our approach to learning and development is focused on the
needs and the outcomes of the business. We are linking personal learning needs to
organizational needs.”
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The future vision of learning and development at the Branch is to acquire a fully
integrated capacity management system that would enable individuals to conduct
skills assessments and have access to a comprehensive range of formal and informal
learning opportunities. “Our long term vision is to have a seamless process where
any employee will be able to go on the website, complete their learning and
performance plan, identify a learning gap, source out a learning opportunity, get it
approved on-line, and take the course. The system would automatically update their
profile,” said Kaan
Creating the Vendor of Record for I&IT Learning Programs
In the Fall of 2002, the Branch plans to introduce an extensive and robust Vendor of
Record (VOR) consisting of a pre-approved list of training providers and costeffective learning opportunities to support the learning and performance planning
process. “Instead of having every cluster put together a Request for Proposal (RFP)
for training providers, we did it centrally so that we could address common learning
needs across the I&IT organization” explained Kaan.
The Branch used the Leadership Competency Framework and their work on the key
roles and competencies to develop the Vendor of Record (VOR). The Vendor of
Record will contain learning opportunities for 11 streams including: enterprise
architecture, privacy, PKI and end-to-end security, technology/web technology
applications, service management, e-government, project management, customer
service, procurement management, organizational change management, and
behavioural competencies. Services provided by approved vendors range from
instructor-led classroom training to technology-based training (TBT) including online, multi-media and computer-based training (CBT) to customizing existing
programs or designing new programs from scratch. Training programs are geared to
three different types of audiences: Fundamental, Expert and Executive.
The learning requirements for the VOR were developed through consultation with
cluster representatives, and subject-matter experts across the I&IT organization.
The Branch also consulted with the Shared Services Bureau (SSB) – Generic Training
and the Centre for Leadership – Executive Development on the scope and depth of
the RFP and the approach taken. Both organizations are supportive and interested
in working in partnership with the I&IT organization. The Vendor of Record will be
made available to staff from across the entire OPS.
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3. ATTRACTING AND RETAINING IT YOUTH
The I&IT Internship Program
The I&IT Internship Program was another strategy implemented by the Branch to
build the capacity of the I&IT organization. This strategy was part of an overall OPS
strategy to attract and retain youth into the provincial government.

It was designed

to provide meaningful placements for the interns, and actively involved IT managers
in the recruitment and selection process of candidate placements. “They approached
us with a proposal to develop an Internship Stream for I&IT.

They developed the

proposal and we worked together to get it approved,” explained Jane Corbett,
Director of HR Strategies at MBS. The Branch received approval for a total of 38
intern positions.
The Branch retained consultants to engage in focused fact-finding to identify the
factors that attract and retain I&IT Youth, and to hold consultations with 18-34 year
old I&IT Professionals working inside and outside the OPS I&IT organization. A key
outcome of the research was the identification of a profile of an I&IT Youth that
would best fit within the I&IT organization since they were seen as having a value
system that was most aligned with the OPS culture. The “Builder” profile
distinguishes an employee who is innovative within structure, committed, consensusoriented and learns through observation and example.
The Branch incorporated the research findings into a recruitment and selection
process that targeted the “Builder” and went about positioning the I&IT organization
and the OPS as a preferred employer to young IT professionals.

“We spent quite a bit of time, effort and energy in positioning the OPS as a
preferred place to work. We stressed that individuals can have exciting careers
here because there is so much diversity and challenge in the work. We stressed
that the work here has an important social benefit. Our people do work which
positively impacts the lives of people in the province”
- Greg Georgeff, CCIO

The response to the IT Internship Program was overwhelming. The Branch had over
2000 applications from interested applicants for 38 positions. Robitaille stated, “our
managers have been extremely committed to this program. They have been so
excited and energized by it, and they could not believe the tremendous outcomes.
They were just thrilled.”
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Throughout the process, Robitaille continually communicated to managers the
importance of recruiting and retaining youth. “We were not only talking about
retaining youth within I&IT, but retaining youth within the OPS. The managers
needed to understand that they played a critical role on the retention issue. They are
the ones who create the work environment. They are the ones who coach and
mentor and support employee learning.”
Greg Georgeff believes that the success of the Internship program indicated that the
Branch had done a good job in positioning the OPS and the I&IT organization as a
preferred place to work. “For a handful of positions, we had approximately 2000
people who wanted to work with us. This huge response affirms for us that we have
been able to communicate that this is a great place to work.”
Jane Corbett added by saying that, “the success was in large part to the great job
the Branch did involving the I&IT community. The managers knew that the intern
rotations were going to be beneficial, not only for the I&IT organization, but for the
interns. They also knew it would contribute to the longer term retention issue we
were trying to address as a larger organization.”
The focus now is on incorporating retention best practices into the administration of
the I&IT Internship Program. The Branch launched an I&IT Internship Community of
Interest as a communication vehicle for interns and managers, which also includes a
discussion board for interns to develop on-line relationships with one another. As a
supplement to managers’ local orientation and to the Ontario Internship Program
September conference, HRCMB also hosted an orientation session for Interns to
introduce them to the strategic directions of the I&IT organization and enable them
to meet with other interns. Future networking and learning and development
opportunities are being planned, as well as a mentoring program.
The research findings and the success of the recruitment and selection process of the
initial cohort of I&IT Interns are currently being applied towards the recruitment
strategy for next year’s recruits, as well as a broader I&IT Youth retention strategy
for the I&IT organization. 
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Section

4

sustaining change
engaging stakeholders & employees
“We have a whole bunch of key stakeholders. The staff in my organization is a
very important group. As are the four Deputy Ministers that I support. Beyond
that, there are the Program Assistant Deputy Ministers, Program Directors and
other program staff. There are political ministers and their staff, and the broader
stakeholders like other levels of government, citizens, as well as major companies
and other organizations we deal with. The Stakeholder Education Program helped
us identify the key stakeholders, prioritize them, and develop specific action plans
to increase our ability to influence them.”
Des McKee, CIO Land and Resources Cluster

section 4: sustaining change

An important principal guiding the Branch throughout their journey was that in the
end, if the transformation was to take hold, it would only occur when all the
employees, IT leaders, partners and stakeholders would own the change themselves.
As a result, the Branch took the lead to implement a variety of other important
initiatives designed to sustain the transformation taking place within the I&IT
organization and the OPS into the future. These initiatives included:
1.

Creating the website for the Office of the Corporate Chief Information Officer
as a primary communications strategy.

2.

Conducting an Employee Survey to engage employees, set baselines and
develop indicators to measure the transformation of the organization.

3.

Developing an I&IT Stakeholder Education Program to educate internal and
external stakeholders about the government’s I&IT strategy.

1. THE OCCIO WEBSITE
The Branch took the lead in building the initial website for the I&IT organization. “In
the beginning there was huge demand for information about the organization - its
vision, strategy, structure and priorities. Since we did not have the managers in
place to communicate this information, we had to develop a strategy to get the
information out. The website provided us with an opportunity to disseminate current
and up-to-date information to internal employees and external candidates interested
in learning more about our organization” explained Robitaille.
The website was important in meeting the information needs of the IT community, it
also served as a pivotal initiator of change. Dorothy Cameron, Manager of HR
Planning and Organizational Design elaborated by saying, “effective communication
was a cornerstone of our change strategy. As we embarked on the transition, the
website was our vehicle to ensure that those being affected by the change had the
information they needed.”
The New OCCIO Website
In early 2001, the Branch began to enhance the OCCIO website. Initially, the website began as a strategy to share information about the I&IT organization both inside
and outside the OPS. It was also used to support recruitment, and for employee
career management. However, over time, its purpose evolved to become more of a
business support tool. It was time to enhance the website, “when we first created
the website, our intent was to get information out to everyone. Now our goal is to
provide seamless access to information”, said Robitaille.
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The Branch introduced content management to decentralize the management of the
website. The owners of the information are now responsible for updating their own
communication material. The intent was to make the process less bureaucratic.
Robitaille commented that the process of introducing the content management
software actually became much like a change management effort. “The software
introduced into the organization a new way of dealing with information. The
organization had to begin to change its internal processes and align itself with the
software…for example, prior to the existence of the software, individuals who owned
the content relied on others to add it to the web-site. This took time. Those who own
content can now add, delete and change it at any time. Also, the approval process
has been streamlined and is an automated component of the content management
software.”
Based on this experience, the branch developed a best practice guide for
implementing content management software. “This way, as others in the OPS move
in this direction, they can learn from our experience,” said Robitaille.
Since the redesign that took place in the fall of 2001, the website has continued to
evolve. Recently the branch introduced several communities of interest including,
communities of interest for knowledge management, IT planners, and HR Transition
Directors. “We no longer send agendas and documents by email, it’s all posted on
the website. So there’s a record, a repository you might say. We have at least half a
dozen communities of interest.” explained Robitaille. This has enabled the website
to begin to play an important knowledge management function for the organization.
Georgeff believes the website has continued to play a critical communications role in
the organization. “We’ve continued to invest a lot of time on the CCIO website and
we are using it extensively to communicate important information to people.”
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2. EMPLOYEE SURVEY
Since the implementation of the I&IT strategy was seen as a significant change
effort, the Branch believed it was important to determine how the change was
affecting the staff who were involved in actively implementing the strategy. As a
result, they also implemented an employee survey process to measure the impact of
the transformation on the people within the I&IT organization and to help them
determine whether they were creating the type of organization that IT professionals
said they wanted.
In March 2000, the Branch piloted the employee survey with a segment of its
employee population in the Office of the Corporate Chief Information Officer. After
fine-tuning the survey instrument, they administered the survey to all 2,519 I&IT
employees in April 2001. A total of 1,383 employees completed the survey
representing approximately a 55% response rate - about 20% higher than the
expected response rate for employee surveys. The survey asked employees to
provide their input in several areas such as communication about the I&IT strategy,
leadership, organizational culture and learning and development.
The Branch developed an Employee Survey Resource Kit for all CIOs and IT
Managers to help them in the process of sharing the survey results with staff, setting
priorities and developing action plans. “The toolkit contained everything that anyone
had to know in order to effectively communicate the employee survey results to their
staff. It provided a great degree of detail, so that the managers could confidently
communicate the results to their employees” explained Shar Tikkanen, Senior
Change Management Consultant in the Branch, who led the project.
In the spring of 2001, the results of the survey were shared with all staff. The results
indicated that communication and learning and development were major areas of
concern across the whole I&IT organization. The survey also found that frontline IT
managers lacked clarity regarding the organization’s vision and future direction.
Action plans were developed across the organization to address corporate-wide and
cluster specific priorities emerging from the survey.
The overall process was seen as a success and in August 2002, ITELC decided to
repeat the employee survey in the winter of 2003. The Branch also decided to
develop a Best Practices Manual for conducting Employee Surveys and has shared
the guide with the HR Services Division of MBS. “The best practices guide has gone
to Management Board because they are working on an OPS-wide survey and they
are going to use our experience to guide their own implementation” explained
Tikkanen.
Joan McCalla commented that the survey has provided insights that the change is
being sustained in the organization. “We are really starting to see results and see
the payoffs in our efforts to create a new organization and with a new culture.”
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3. INCREASING STAKEHOLDER EDUCATION & AWARENESS
In May 2001, a report entitled, Ontario Public Service I&IT-Enabled Transformational
Projects was published. The report presented findings from a study investigating the
critical success factors of effective transformation projects. The report cites research
conducted by Dr. Jerry Mechling of Harvard University that has demonstrated that
stakeholder awareness and communication is essential to sustaining the change of
I&IT initiatives.
As a result, stakeholder education and awareness have been an important part of
sustaining change in the implementation of the I&IT strategy. Maria Sziraki, Senior
HR Planning/Organizational Design Consultant in the HRCMB, stressed the
importance of stakeholder awareness when she said, “it is critical for us that the
business side of the OPS understands what I&IT can do for them. This
understanding and acceptance of I&IT will be a critical factor in the success of
implementing the I&IT strategy.”
The Branch has collaborated on several initiatives to increase stakeholder education
and awareness; these included redesigning the OCCIO website and working with the
Office of the Corporate Chief Strategist to develop a Stakeholder Education Program.
The Stakeholder Education Program
The Branch has played an important role in supporting the development of the I&IT
Stakeholder Education Program (SEP). The purpose of the program is to enable IT
leaders to take a strategic approach to educating diverse stakeholders inside and
outside government about government I&IT directions. The program includes tools
for education on various subjects (e.g., presentations, Q&As) as well as planning
guidelines and tactics to assist I&IT leaders in planning their approach to stakeholder
education.
The SEP allows messages about the I&IT agenda to be consistent and timely, so that
all stakeholders receive good, reliable, and consistent information. By educating
stakeholders about government I&IT directions, the SEP enables stakeholders to
make good, informed choices about their involvement in the I&IT agenda, and allows
for smoother agenda implementation.
The Branch worked with the Land and Resources Cluster to pilot the Stakeholder
Education Program. Since the pilot, the Branch also worked with Joan McCalla’s area
to develop a targeted Stakeholder Influence Plan. Kaan elaborated, “we worked in
conjunction with Joan’s area to develop an influence plan which identified key
stakeholders including Ministers, Deputy Ministers, ADMs, the broader public sector.
It outlines specific tactics that ITELC will implement. We have also developed a
success story template to capture all the I&IT success stories that are occurring
within the OPS during the transformation.”
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Greg Georgeff has found the Stakeholder Education Program to be invaluable and he
wants to see it implemented throughout the organization: “The stakeholder toolkit
was put together, and piloted successfully in the Land and Resources cluster, and
they have said they received good value out of it. I want other clusters to use it as
well to promote their own stakeholder management. So some more work needs to
be done to see how the toolkit can be spread out throughout the organization.”
The Branch has also been involved in additional activities that have also served to
increase the awareness and education of other stakeholders in the OPS. For
example, they are currently in the process of developing a training program for
program and policy executives and managers across the entire OPS to help them
gain the I&IT knowledge and skills they require in their roles.
Robitaille elaborated by saying, “what has emerged over the past year is a strong
need among program and policy area leaders to help them increase their IT literacy.
Increasingly, these managers are recognizing that technology is becoming critical to
the ongoing transformation of the OPS. They in turn need to have a certain degree
of IT related knowledge to be able to engage in meaningful discussions with
members of the I&IT community.” The Branch is responding to this emerging need
by beginning to develop a leadership curriculum to support e-government for non-IT
leaders. They have begun collaborating with the Centre for Leadership to develop
this leadership curriculum for the entire OPS.
The Branch has also partnered with the Human Resources Division in Management
Board Secretariat in developing HR strategies in support of e-Government. Corbett
said that the Branch and HR Division worked very closely together. “We looked
across the OPS and identified what would be the impact to staff in the business
areas, what we needed to do around change management to support e-government.
It has been a major piece of work and it has been ongoing for six months.” The
strategy was completed in the summer of 2002 and has been endorsed by the
Deputy Ministers. Key elements include raising the I&IT awareness and skills of all
levels of staff across the OPS. It is currently waiting for approval from the
Management Board of Cabinet. This will provide the OPS with an enterprise-wide
Human Resources Strategy that supports the transformation to e-government. 
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critical success factors
“The Branch has focused its efforts entirely on serving the I&IT staff and
helping us drive our business. As a result, they have built tremendous
credibility within the organization.”
Greg Georgeff, Corporate Chief Information Officer

section 5: leadership for change

LEADERSHIP FOR CHANGE - CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
The HRCMB has been successful in taking the lead in supporting the transformation
of the I&IT organization. After analyzing the many initiatives that the Branch
implemented over the past four years, several critical success factors emerge.
These are presented in the diagram below.

1. Focus on the Business
The HRCMB has always focused its efforts on the business and driving business
results. “We are here to help lead the transformation taking place in the OPS, we
are here to help drive the business. It is part of everything we do,” said Robitaille.
Cameron added by saying, “We have to be able to deliver to the I&IT organization
and the business areas. We work hard so that the business areas see what we can
do for them. Over time, they come to value us as true business partners.”
Creating a vision and mandate for change was an important way in which the Branch
focussed on the business. Robitaille explained, “in any change or transformation
effort it is absolutely critical that you develop a vision and mandate to define what is
possible for the organization. Much of what we were attempting to do in the I&IT
organization was never done before in the OPS. We needed to create a picture of
the future to demonstrate to employees, partners and stakeholders how the I&IT
organization was attempting to transform itself and the broader OPS.”
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Another important way in which the Branch focused on the business was to regularly
conduct research into best practices and leading-edge ideas within the IT sector.
Robitaille said, “the research we conducted was absolutely critical. It helped us gain
credibility within the I&IT organization and, in turn, helped the I&IT organization
gain the credibility with the business areas.” Cameron added, “for credibility sake
we always checked our work against the research because it confirmed whether we
were on track on any business issue.”
The Branch also developed the discipline of clearly defining business problems before
implementing solutions. This was important because if the Branch’s change efforts
were to succeed, they would have to address the “real” business issue. Robitaille
explained that one of the ways to truly understand business issues is through faceto-face conversations with key stakeholders and partners. What Robitaille has also
learned is that to successfully engage in these conversations, it is important to really
know the business. “This meant that we needed to know the IT area and be aware
of technology directions.

This enabled us to better understand the challenges and

issues that our IT leaders were facing on a day-to-day basis.”
By focusing on the business, the Branch had been able to build considerable
credibility within the I&IT organization. Des McKee explained, “they have brought a
different flavour to HR. They have a focus on what is important to the I&IT
organization and moving our business agenda forward. They have also played an
important role in building morale within the I&IT community.”

2. Gain Support and Engage Stakeholders
From very early on, the Branch placed a significant emphasis on building
relationships with stakeholders and partners. This was an important critical success
factor. Robitaille, explained, “we knew that if we were going to be successful, we
needed the support of our partners and stakeholders. We could not succeed alone.”
So in every project and initiative, the Branch focused on identifying key partners,
building relationships and ensuring that they provided value to their partners.
McCalla agreed when she said, “the Branch, always goes the extra mile to consult,
involve, engage everyone in their initiatives.”
Robitaille stressed with her staff that as they were building relationships they needed
to keep a few important ideas in mind. First, they needed to ensure that the broad
changes they were undertaking were for the benefit of the entire organization.
Second, staff needed to ensure that there was always something of value in it for
their partners. “A true partnership is one where both parties benefit. I wanted to
make sure we kept this in mind as we worked with our stakeholders and partners.”
Third, the key to building deep relationships with stakeholders and clients was to
take the time to meet with people face-to-face on a regular basis.
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Another important strategy to engage key stakeholders was to focus on developing
the Leadership Competency Framework and identify the key roles for the
organization. Robitaille explained, “both leadership and key role competencies serve
as the foundation for performance plans, learning plans, learning programs and
incentive pay. The I&IT organization sees the value in this approach in helping
executives and staff to be successful in their jobs, and as a result they become
extremely committed. This creates tremendous buy-in.”
A final element to gaining support and engaging partners and stakeholders was to
continually communicate a sense of enthusiasm for the change efforts. Robitaille
expanded by saying, “ I have learned that you have to build excitement and a sense
of momentum. As a result, you have to be an optimist and believe that everything is
possible. You need to carry that attitude every day and in everything you do. You
have to really have passion and believe that what you are doing is making a
difference for the employees and the organization.”
A positive outcome of engaging partners and stakeholders is that they also begin to
develop a sense of passion, enthusiasm and ownership. Cameron explained, “our IT
leaders are very passionate and committed to this organization and what we are
collectively working towards. I have a real sense that they ‘own’ the change
initiatives and the transformation that is occurring in the I&IT Organization.”

“Even though we were an I&IT organization, and we could utilize technology, I
always stressed the importance of face-to-face dialogue. This is important to
building deep relationships and trust with partners and stakeholders.”
- Marcella Robitaille, Director,
Human Resources and Change Management Branch

3. Design and Implement Culture-Specific Strategies
Another important critical success factor has been the implementation of strategies
that fit the culture of the I&IT organization. Robitaille said that even though the
Branch conducted a lot of research on business issues, they rarely implemented
exactly what the research suggested: “we don’t simply take what the research
houses and consulting firms say is the answer, we always shape it to fit in our own
organization’s culture. The reason that it was important to shape the initiatives to fit
the culture was because they wanted to foster a sense of ownership among their
stakeholders and partners. Robitaille explained, “in the long term, we would be
successful if our stakeholders saw these initiatives as their own. So we worked hard
to make sure that everything we did fit the culture of the I&IT organization.”
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Robitaille has also learned that successfully designing and implementing culture
specific strategies is also dependent on additional factors. For example, it is
important to deliver tangible results. Robitaille stated, “often in HR we can
sometimes be too conceptual. I have learned that it is important to always land
your strategies in a way that your partners and stakeholders could actually see and
feel a difference. They needed to be able to articulate what changed. We knew we
were successful when we got to this point.”
It is also important to respect the organization’s readiness for change when
implementing strategies. “What I’ve learned throughout the years is that you will
find times when the organization may not be ready for a change or strategy. In
these instances, don’t push the change. Find ways to keep it ‘warm’. Continue to
build the relationship and subtly bring the issue to their attention. What I have
found is eventually they become ready, and when they do move quickly to
implement,” explained Robitaille.
Finally, it is important to support employees and managers during the
implementation of change strategies. “It is not enough to just introduce a strategy,
you need to make it easy for Managers to implement,” explained Robitaille. As a
result, for many of their strategies, the Branch always developed supporting tools
and guides for managers and employees.

4. Evaluate the Impact
Evaluating the impact of their strategies was another critical success factor of the
Branch. Robitaille explained that measurement was extremely important to the
Branch and the I&IT organization, “part of our mandate was to assess how
transformation was affecting the organization and employees.”
As a result, the Branch developed a series of measures to evaluate the impact of the
change on the I&IT organization. It implemented a series of formal measures, such
as the Employee Survey as a organizational-wide strategy for evaluating the impact
of change.
The Branch also implemented a series of simple informal measurement tools. “We
implemented a series of simple strategies such as on-the-spot surveys, evaluation
forms after each leadership breakfast. We wanted to keep our finger on the pulse of
the organization. To learn what managers and employees were thinking, saying and
feeling about the organization,” explained Robitaille. What the Branch has learned is
that often the informal measures can yield important information. It is important to
always be engaged in a process of evaluating the organization. “The key is to not
wait until you have the perfect tool. Start small and evolve them. It communicates
to the organization that you are seeking their feedback. You must also use the
feedback to modify your strategies so they get accepted more readily.”
As the Branch continues to grow and evolve, it plans to increase the measures it will
implement. For example, in the area of Competency Development, it will be
important to assess the leadership competency level of all I&IT leaders and the IT
literacy of Program and Policy Senior Managers.
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From a learning and development perspective, it will be important to measure the
development of skills and competencies for the organization’s key roles. It will also
be important to reliably measure and assess learning gaps and the time necessary to
fill a gap. These measures will help fast-track the development of employees in the
key role areas.
Employee recruitment and retention will be another critical area where sophisticated
measures will be important. In terms of recruitment, measures that provide data on
the time it takes to recruit employees will be valuable. The Branch will also need to
be able to measure the retention of staff in key roles and develop ways to assess
how effective it is in attracting and retaining youth. Measures from exit interviews
and surveys will provide insights into factors that affect employee retention.
Measures will also be needed to assess the I&IT organization’s success in the area of
stakeholder education by gauging the level of awareness among key partners and
stakeholders.
Finally, the Branch will continue to conduct and expand the role of the employee
survey to ensure that priority areas critical to IT professionals are continually
addressed and that the feedback is utilized to make the I&IT organization a
compelling place to work. The survey can also be utilized to measure the degree of
change and culture shift taking place within the I&IT organization and to assess the
morale level and degree of cohesiveness among I&IT employees.

5. Share Learnings and Best Practices
The final critical success factor that emerged from the Branch’s experience was their
constant focus on sharing their learnings and best practices. Robitaille explained
that transferring knowledge to the organization was and continues to be very
important. “It is very important for us to share what we are learning. It will not
only benefit our organization, but potentially the broader OPS.” So the Branch
always shared their learnings with any individual who wanted the information.
One of the benefits of sharing learnings is that it provides feedback to the
organization on the progress being made towards the vision of the new I&IT
organization. “Everyone likes to feel they are making a contribution. When we
share our learnings we give the organization feedback that they have been part of
the success. It shows them how their contribution is helping the ‘big picture’ in
terms of transforming the broader OPS,” explained Robitaille.
The Branch also uses its learnings as a way to celebrate milestones. It regularly
holds special coffee breaks, simple events with staff, partners and stakeholders to
celebrate accomplishments.
The Branch also developed several Best Practice guides, which were shared both
within the I&IT organization and the broader OPS. These guides have been
invaluable in helping others learn from the Branch’s experiences. Jane Corbett from
HR Services Division said, “We have referred to many of the Best Practices guides.
We are embarking on an Employee Survey process for the entire OPS, so we are
referring to the Branch’s guide. We are also looking at e-recruitment and find the
Branch’s experience to be helpful.”
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LEADERSHIP FOR CHANGE – REFLECTIONS ON THE JOURNEY TAKEN
When reflecting on the five critical success factors and the Branch’s journey over the
past four years, Robitaille provided a few final reflections.
First, one must be willing to make a significant investment in time within each of the
five critical success factors. “In every area we made a conscious effort to invest the
time to focus on the business, to conduct research, build relationships, measure
impact and so on. We could have done things differently. We could have hurried
things along, pushed things on the organization, but we would not have been as
successful. So you cannot underestimate the impact that these investments yield in every case I would say it has been worth the investment.”
Second, Robitaille discussed the importance of putting a strong team in place. “I
tried to find individuals who did not fit the traditional HR model. I needed individuals
who could think broadly, had the capacity to think strategically, were energetic, had
enthusiasm, were creative, and didn’t need a lot of definition in terms of what we
were going to do because we were still figuring it out. I needed people who could
work in a little ambiguity in the early stages. Most of all, people who were
completely committed to the business and the I&IT organization.”
Third, one must also be creative and strategic in how one uses limited resources.
Robitaille explained by saying, “we started out as a temporary team, with fairly
limited resources. We have now become a permanent part of the I&IT organization,
but we have always operated in an environment of constraint.” Robitaille has
learned that to succeed in this climate, one needs to be strategic and leverage
resources. “We always focused our attention and resources on the most critical
business priorities.” The Branch used creative approaches to getting the staffing
resources they needed. Robitaille said, “we used secondments, fee-for-service and
contract arrangements to secure the help we needed. We also relied on our partners
to work with us on several initiatives.”
Finally, Robitaille believes that one needs tremendous courage to lead change.
“Leading change is not easy. One needs the courage to lead change. You will
confront barriers, so you will have to deal with them. You will be challenged because
you are trying to do things differently. You will need to stay focussed and
persevere.” Robitaille also believes that a leader needs to help his or her team
members develop courage and deal effectively with the impact of change. “Leading
change can take its toll. So we have learned to take breaks and time outs so that
we retain our perspective and remind ourselves of the vision of what is possible.” 
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conclusion
The

purpose of this report was to present a retrospective case study chronicling the journey of the HRCMB

over the past four years. The Branch was created as a dedicated unit with the mandate to support the
transformation of the new I&IT organization and the broader OPS.

This report has presented highlights from

the journey that the Branch has taken over the past four years.
The journey in leading and supporting the transformation of the new I&IT organization has followed three
phases: initiating change, driving change and sustaining change.

In the first phase, the Branch set down the foundation for success through three significant initiatives. They
facilitated a Change Management Forum of leading change management experts to obtain advice on how to
best lead the transformation of I&IT. They launched a large recruitment campaign to hire the IT executives
needed to lead the transformation of the I&IT organization. They also implemented the organizational
structure for the new I&IT organization.
In the second phase, the Branch focused on driving change within the I&IT organization by building
organizational capacity, more specifically they developed dynamic leaders, fostered a learning culture, and
attracted and retained IT youth.
In the third phase, the Branch worked to sustain change within the I&IT organization and broader OPS by
engaging stakeholders and employees and implementing measures to assess the impact of the
transformation.

They created a website in the Office of the Corporate Chief Information Officer as a key

communications and business tool to support the transformation of the organization. They also conducted an
employee survey to engage employees, set baselines and develop indicators to measure the transformation
of the organization. Finally, they developed an I&IT Stakeholder Education Program to educate internal and
external stakeholders about the government’s I&IT strategy and sustain their agenda to transform the OPS.
Finally, a model of five critical success factors for leading change emerged based on the experiences of the
HRCMB. These included: (1) focus on the business, (2) gain support and engage partners and stakeholders,
(3) design and implement culture-specific strategies, (4) evaluate the impact, (5) share learnings and best
practices.
It is anticipated the experiences of the Branch and I&IT organization chronicled in this report will provide
valuable insights in how to successfully lead organizational transformation in the public sector.
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glossary
CCIO: Corporate Chief Information Officer (provides overall leadership to the OCCIO)
CCS: Corporate Chief Strategist (the main custodian of the I&IT strategy and vision of I&IT for the Ontario
Government)
CIO: Chief Information Officer
e-Government: Electronic Government (the transformation of government services, processes and
relationships through the use and implementation of I&IT)
ESD: Electronic Service Delivery (government services and information available through electronic
channels, including websites, interactive voice response phone systems, call centres, electronic payment
systems, and public access terminals)
HRCMB: Human Resources & Change Management Branch (provides human resource and change
management support in establishing the new I&IT Organization which will include the Office of the Corporate
Chief Information Officer (CIO) and seven business clusters
HRD: Human Resources Division
I&IT: Information & Information Technology
ITELC: Information Technology Executive Leadership Council (mandate is to ensure that the I&IT
organization of the Ontario Public Service maximizes the value of the government's investment in I&IT)
Learning Days: Learning days constitute those measurable days through which skills and knowledge are
acquired and information is provided in order to help employees become more effective and efficient in their
work. More specifically, it includes classroom training, computer based training and seminars that are workrelated. As learning occurs in many additional ways, learning days may also include other forms of
acquisition of skills and knowledge that both the manager and employee agree upon
Learning Guide: The learning guide is a comprehensive tool assembled to help managers and staff work
together to define learning needs and aspirations. The guide answers questions about such things as, the
learning and development cycle, the learning plan, learning styles and opportunities. The learning guide
promotes an on-going working partnership between staff and managers to discuss progress towards meeting
the learning plan’s goals
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Learning Plan: The individual learning plan is a document in the learning guide that will help you in
partnership with your manager to identify your learning priorities and the actions required to achieve your
learning priorities. The goal of the learning plan is to help you focus on meeting your unique development
needs. Each learning plan will be directly linked to the cluster and unit business plans, performance goals and
priorities
MBC: Management Board of Cabinet (the committee of Cabinet which acts as manager of the government's
resources: people, money, technology, information and real estate)
MBS: Management Board Secretariat (the Ministry responsible for advising and carrying out the directions of
Management Board of Cabinet)
OCCIO: Office of the Corporate Chief Information Officer (provides corporate leadership for Information
Management and Information Technology (I&IT) in the Ontario government)
OCCS: Office of the Corporate Chief Strategist (the main custodian of the I&IT strategy and vision of I&IT for
the Ontario Government)
OPS: Ontario Public Service
RFP: Request for Proposal
SEP: Stakeholder Education Program (to provide tools and supports which will enable the education of key
stakeholders about the vision, goals and objectives of the different elements of the I&IT agenda)
SSB: Shared Services Bureau (responsible for managing and maintaining a number of OPS data
management systems)
VOR: Vendor of Record (this is the Government of Ontario’s list of vendors, developed through a lengthy and
rigorous process, which government agencies, branches, or ministries can access to provide expertise and
support on various projects)
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